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Abstract Various solid state phase transformations exist

in metastable b-type Ti alloys, which can be employed to

optimize the mechanical properties. In this paper, syn-

chrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD) experiments were car-

ried out to study the phase transformations of a Ti36Nb5Zr

alloy subjected to different thermomechanical treatments.

Furthermore, the correlation between the phase constitu-

tions and the mechanical properties was discussed. The a00

texture formed, and high-density defects were introduced

after cold rolling of the solution treated specimen, leading

to the decrease in Young’s modulus and the increase in

strength. The cold-rolled specimens were then annealed at

temperatures from 423 to 773 K for 30 min. Both the

Young’s modulus and strength increased with annealing

temperatures increasing up to 673 K, which resulted from

the precipitation of the x and/or a phases. With further

increase in annealing temperatures to 773 K, the b ? a
precipitation replaced the b ? xiso phase transformation,

and the density of defects decreased, leading to the

decrease in both the Young’s modulus and strength. These

results provide theoretical basis for the design biomedical

Ti alloys with both low Young’s modulus and high

strength.
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1 Introduction

Metastable b-type Ti alloys have been attracting consid-

erable attention in the field of biomedical implant appli-

cations due to their low Young’s modulus, high specific

strength, excellent corrosion resistance, light weight and

superior biocompatibility [1]. Among these properties,

Young’s modulus is of special importance whose value

should be as close as possible to that of human bones [2].

The modulus mismatch between human bones and metallic

implants can lead to the so-called stress shielding effect

which eventually causes bone loss, implant loosening and

premature failure of the implants [3]. In comparison to a
and a ? b Ti alloys with modulus higher than 100 GPa, the

b-type Ti alloys have a much lower Young’s modulus of

about 50–80 GPa, making it a desirable candidate for

implant materials to reduce the stress shielding effect [4].

By now, various b-type Ti alloys have been developed by

alloying Ti with nontoxic elements such as Nb, Mo, Ta, Zr

and Sn [5–10]. However, the Young’s modulus of human

bones is about 10–30 GPa, still lower than that of the

current b-type Ti alloys [11]. Besides, high strength is also

required for biomedical implants to endure complicated

stress inside human bodies [12]. These requirements

motivate the continuous development of novel

metastable Ti alloys with both low modulus and high

strength.

The b-type Ti alloys exhibit a martensitic transformation

from the body centered cubic (bcc) b phase to the
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C-centered orthorhombic a00 martensite during quenching,

and the martensitic transformation start temperature (Ms)

decreases with the increase in the contents of alloying

elements [13, 14]. The b phase can be stabilized to room

temperature against a00 martensitic transformation when the

concentration of b stabilizers is above the critical value (bc)

[15]. It is generally accepted that the b phase has the lowest

Young’s modulus among all the phases in b-type Ti alloys

[16]. Furthermore, the Young’s modulus of b phase is

closely related to its phase stability, with the lowest mod-

ulus corresponding to the least stable alloy which can be

realized by adding b stabilizers as less as possible while

keeping single b phase to room temperature [17]. There-

fore, most of the current low modulus Ti alloys consist of b
stabilizers slightly higher than the bc [18]. In addition to a00

martensite, another metastable phase, i.e., athermal x
phase (xath), usually forms during quenching metastable b
phase from high temperatures or during external stress

[7, 19]. The xath phase forms through a diffusionless

mechanism, has a typical size of several nanometers, and

keeps an identical composition with the b matrix [20]. On

the other hand, the isothermal x phase (xiso) usually forms

during low-temperature annealing by a coupled diffu-

sional-displacive transformation mechanism [21]. Different

from the xath phase, the xiso phase can grow in size by a

factor of 10 or more to several tens of nanometers, and the

growth of xiso phase can reject b stabilizers to the sur-

rounding b matrix [22]. At higher annealing temperatures,

the xiso phase either dissolves into b phase or acts as

nucleation sites for the formation a phase [23].

The above solid-state phase transformations including

a00 martensitic transformation, x and a precipitation phase

transformation can be employed to enhance the mechanical

properties of metastable b-type Ti alloys during thermo-

mechanical treatments [24–27]. However, the precipitation

of x and a phases usually causes significant increase in

Young’s modulus [28]. This is because that the x and a
phases have much higher modulus than the b phase, and the

precipitation of x and a phases leads to the enrichment of b
stabilizers in residual b phase. On the other hand, most

previous studies on the thermomechanical treatments of

low modulus Ti alloys were carried out for alloys with

composition above bc, since the alloys with the b stabilizer

concentration below bc will undergo stress-induced

martensitic transformation during loading [29]. These

alloys consist of dual b ? a00 phases in solution-treated and

quenched state, and usually are considered to be not suit-

able for biomedical applications due to the low yielding

stress. As for the alloys with composition below bc, current

researches focus on the aging response of the solution

treated microstructure and the thermal stability of a00

martensite [30, 31]. Whereas, the thermomechanical

treatments including severe cold deformation and subse-

quent annealing treatment were seldom performed on these

alloys. Recent results indicated that nearly single b phase

can be achieved after thermomechanical treatments of dual

b ? a00 Ti alloys [32, 33]. These alloys exhibited a low

modulus due to the low concentration of b stabilizers,

together with a high strength due to the defects introduced

by the severe cold deformation. However, systematical

study on the phase transformations during thermome-

chanical treatment of b-type Ti alloys with composition

below bc is still lacking by now.

It has been reported that surface effect of phase trans-

formations exists during quenching of b-type Ti alloys, i.e.,

the a00 martensite formed on the surface region of the

sample while the xath phase formed in the interior region

[34, 35]. It is well known that the conventional X-ray

diffraction (CXRD) identifies the phase constituent within

20–30 lm near the surface of the sample. On the other

hand, the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) usually

characterizes the microstructures of the interior region, as

the foils for TEM observations were usually prepared by

thinning from both sides. Therefore, the phase constitutions

determined from CXRD patterns or TEM might be not the

actual case of the entire sample. Besides, the laboratory

XRD instrument has a low resolution, which is caused by

the relatively greater wavelength of its X-rays and the

coexistence of Ka1 and Ka2 diffraction patterns. As a result,

it is difficult or even impossible to trace the phase trans-

formations in a very small extent due to the overlapping of

diffraction peaks of b, a, a00 and x phases. By contrast, the

synchrotron X-rays have the advantages of short wave-

length, good monochromaticity, high penetration, low

absorption and high resolution, making it an ideal tech-

nique to identify the phases in small volume fraction

[36–38]. Furthermore, the high-energy synchrotron X-rays

with high flux and low absorption can be diffracted in

transmission geometry, making it possible to examine the

phase constitution of the entire sample [39].

Our previous studies indicate that a Ti36Nb5Zr alloy,

with b stabilizer concentration below bc, shows potentials

to exhibit both low modulus and high strength after ther-

momechanical treatment [8]. However, the systematic

investigations on the phase transformations and its effect

on the mechanical properties are still lacking. In this paper,

synchrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD) technique was

employed to investigate the phase transformations during

thermomechanical treatment of the Ti36Nb5Zr alloy.

Special attention was focused on the a00 ? b reverse

martensitic transformation, x and a precipitation during

annealing of the cold rolled specimens. Finally, the effects

of the phase constitutions on the mechanical properties

were discussed.
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2 Experimental

An ingot with a nominal composition of Ti36Nb5Zr (wt%)

was fabricated by arc melting in an argon atmosphere using

high purity Ti (99.99%), Nb (99.95%) and Zr (99.95%). In

order to obtain homogeneous chemical composition, the

ingot was remelt four times. The as-cast ingot was hot

forged to a billet with a cross-section of 8 mm 9 60 mm,

then homogenized at 1223 K for 5 h in vacuum, and finally

quenched into water. The homogenized billet was cold

rolled into a plate with a thickness of * 1 mm at a

reduction ratio of 87.5%. The plate was cut into specimens

for further heat treatment using electrical discharge

machining (denoted as CR hereafter). Part of CR speci-

mens was solution treated at 1073 K for 1 h in an evacu-

ated quartz tube, and quenched into water by breaking

quartz tubes (denoted as ST hereafter). On the other hand,

part of CR specimens was annealed in a tube furnace at

different temperatures from 423 to 773 K for 30 min, fol-

lowed by quenching into water (denoted as CRA hereafter).

Uniaxial tensile tests were conducted at a strain rate of

1 9 104 s-1 on an Instron 5982 machine. Tensile speci-

mens have a gauge length of 30 mm and a rectangular

cross-section of 1 mm 9 4 mm, with the rolling direction

parallel to the loading axis. A strain extensometer was used

to record the strain for accuracy. The Young’s modulus and

yielding stress were determined from the stress–strain

curves. A Rigaku D/max 2550 diffractometer with Cu Ka
radiation was used for conventional XRD measurements at

an accelerating voltage of 40 kV and a current of 250 mA.

A JEOL 2100 microscope operating at 200 kV was

employed for TEM characterizations. Thin foils for TEM

observations were prepared by a twin-jet electro-polishing

technique in a solution of 4% perchloric acid in methanol

at about 250 K.

SXRD experiments were conducted at an X-ray powder

diffraction beamline (XPD, 28-ID-2) at National Syn-

chrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II), Brookhaven National

Laboratory. The X-ray beam with a size of 0.5 mm 9

0.5 mm and a wavelength of 0.01932 nm (corresponding

to X-ray energy of 64.17 keV) penetrated the samples with

the beam direction perpendicular to the rolling plane and

the transverse direction of the diffraction image parallel to

the rolling direction of the samples, respectively. A large-

area amorphous-silicon digital X-ray detector, with

2048 9 2048 pixels and pixel size of 200 lm 9 200 lm,

was placed behind the sample to collect the two-dimen-

sional (2D) diffraction images. The sample-to-detector

distance was calibrated to be 1492.72 mm using a Ni

standard. The one-dimensional (1D) SXRD patterns were

integrated azimuthally over the entire diffraction rings of

the 2D SXRD images using Dioptas software [40].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Phase constitutions of solution treated
and cold-rolled specimens

Figure 1a shows conventional XRD (CXRD) patterns of

ST and CR specimens, and the synchrotron XRD (SXRD)

pattern of the CR specimen is also given for comparison.

As both laboratory and synchrotron X-rays were used in the

present paper, the intensities of the XRD patterns were

plotted against a wavelength independent parameter, i.e.,

the reciprocal lattice vector Q = 2p/d, where d is the

interplanar spacing [41]. The alloy consisted of dual

b ? a00 phases after quenching from single b phase field

(i.e., ST state), demonstrating that the b stabilizer con-

centration of the Ti36Nb5Zr alloy is below bc. On the other

hand, clearly b and a00 diffraction peaks can be identified

from the CXRD pattern of the CR specimen. Previous

investigations have reported that the stress-induced

martensitic transformation would occur during cold

deformation of metastable b-type Ti alloys [42, 43].

Therefore, it is assumed that the volume fraction of a00

martensite increased after cold rolling. Interestingly, the

(200)a00 relative diffraction peak intensity of the CR spec-

imen increases clearly in comparison to that of the ST

specimen. Considering that the CXRD measurements were

performed in reflection geometry, and the cold-rolled

planes were used for characterization, the increase in the

(200)a00 diffraction intensity reveals that an a00 texture with

the (200)a00 parallel to the rolling plane formed during cold

rolling.

SXRD pattern in Fig. 1a is smoother in comparison to

CXRD pattern, and the (200)a00 and (110)b diffraction peaks

can be separated, indicating a higher resolution of SXRD

technique. Furthermore, the relative diffraction peak

intensities of a00 martensite are lower in SXRD than that in

CXRD. As SXRD measurements were performed in

transmission geometry, it can identify the phase constitu-

tion of the entire sample while CXRD represents the phase

constitution in surface region. This implies that more a00

martensite existed in the surface region in comparison to

that in the interior region. In other words, surface effect

might exist, and thus the SXRD technique is a desirable

technique to study the phase transformations during ther-

momechanical treatment of the present Ti36Nb5Zr alloy.

Figure 1b shows 2D SXRD image of CR specimen, and the

uneven intensity distribution of (020)a00 along different

azimuth angles indicates that the alloy has a clear prefer-

ential orientation. It is worth noting that the transverse

direction (TD) of the 2D SXRD image is parallel to the

rolling direction (RD) of the samples in the experimental

setup. The maximum of the diffraction intensity of the

(020)a00 appears at the TD, suggesting the existence of
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texture component with [020]a00 crystal direction parallel to

RD. Combined with CXRD results, it is proposed that a

(200)a00[020]a00 martensite texture formed during cold

rolling.

3.2 Phase transformations during annealing
of cold-rolled specimen

The CR specimens were annealed (CRA) at different

temperatures from 423 to 773 K for 30 min and quenched

into water. Figure 2 shows 1D SXRD patterns of CRA

specimens, and corresponding 2D SXRD images of 6

typical specimens are present in Fig. 3. The phase consti-

tutions of specimens subjected to different thermome-

chanical treatments were determined from XRD patterns

and are given in Table 1. The specimens annealed at

temperatures from 423 to 523 K consisted of dual b ? a00

phases. The volume fraction of a00 martensite decreased

sharply with annealing temperatures increasing, which can

be verified by the decrease in the relative (020)a00 diffrac-

tion peak intensity. It is worth noting that the 523-K

annealed specimen consisted of dominant b phase and a

trace of a00 phase. The slight amount of martensite was

supposed to be caused by the incompletion of reverse

martensitic transformation during annealing, rather than the

martensitic transformation during quenching. If martensitic

transformation occurred slightly during quenching from

523 K, the Ms should be close to room temperature, and

stress-induced martensitic transformation would take place

during tensile test. However, double yielding phenomenon

caused by stress-induced martensitic transformation was

only observed in ST specimen, which will be verified in the

stress–strain curves. Therefore, a trace of a00 martensite in

Fig. 1 a CXRD and 1D SXRD patterns of solution treated (ST) and cold rolled (CR) specimens; b 2D SXRD image of CR specimen
(LD, TD and RD in b being abbreviations of longitudinal direction, transverse direction and rolling direction, respectively)

Fig. 2 a 1D SXRD patterns of specimens subjected to different thermomechanical treatments; b enlarged views of boxed area in
a (note: intensities being normalized)
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523-K annealed sample resulted from the incompletion of

reverse martensitic transformation.

The martensitic transformation is not only closely rela-

ted to alloy composition, but also sensitive to microstruc-

ture [44, 45]. It has been reported that defects such as

dislocations, grain boundaries and phase boundaries can

suppress the martensitic transformation [46]. The cold

rolling introduced high density of dislocations to the pre-

sent Ti36Nb5Zr alloy and the annealing temperature might

be not high enough for complete recrystallization. Besides,

the precipitation of xiso and a phases that can lead to the

chemical stabilization of residual b phase was not observed

from SXRD patterns for the specimens annealed at tem-

peratures from 423 to 523 K. Therefore, the suppression of

martensitic transformation can be attributed to the defects

introduced by cold rolling, rather than the chemical com-

position change of the b phase. By sharp contrast, the ST

alloy consisting of dual b ? a00 phases would undergo

a00 ? b reverse martensitic transformation upon annealing

and b ? a00 martensitic transformation upon quenching

[30]. As a result, the low-temperature annealing treatment

reproduced the initial martensite structure. Apparently, the

present thermomechanical treatment is desirable to stabi-

lize low modulus b against a00 martensitic transformation.

At annealing temperatures of 573 and 623 K, diffraction

peaks ascribed to (112)x appear, and the specimens con-

sisted of dominant b phase and a trace of xiso phase, as

shown in Figs. 2b, 3c and Table 1. Moreover, the (112)x
diffraction peaks become narrow with annealing tempera-

ture increasing, indicating the growth of xiso particles. The

formation of xiso particles can cause the enrichment of b
stabilizers in the residual b phase, which contributed to the

suppression of martensite transformation during quenching

[47]. Besides, it is believed that high density of dislocations

still existed after annealing, which will be verified by the

following TEM characterization. As a result, the xiso

Fig. 3 2D SXRD patterns of a CR specimen, and CRA specimens annealed at b 473 K, c 573 K, d 673 K, e 723 K and f 773 K for
30 min (diffuse zones in position of (112)x diffraction rings in a, b being marked by red rectangles)

Table 1 Phase constitutions determined from XRD patterns

Treatment Phase constitution

ST b ? a00

CR b ? a00

CRA423K, 30 min b ? a00

CRA473K, 30 min b ? a00

CRA523K, 30 min b ? a00

CRA573K, 30 min b ? a00a ? x

CRA623K, 30 min b ? x ? aa

CRA673K, 30 min b ? x ? a

CRA723K, 30 min b ? a ? a00

CRA773K, 30 min b ? a ? a00

aDiffraction peaks being very weak
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particles, dislocations as well as the chemical stabilization

of b matrix led to the decrease of Ms to below room tem-

perature. For the CR specimen and the CRA specimens

annealed at temperatures lower than 573 K, diffuse zones

can be identified in the position of (112)x diffraction rings

from 2D SXRD images, as marked by a red rectangle in

Fig. 3a, b. The xath phase might form during quenching

and cold rolling. After annealing at 423 to 523 K, these

xath phase might keep unchanged, or transform back to b
phase followed by the precipitation of xiso phase. There-

fore, the diffuse zones might be caused by the xath phase or

the early stages of xiso phase whose composition is far

from equilibrium [20]. The small size and the low volume

fraction of the x particle resulted in diffuse zones instead

of clear diffraction rings.

At annealing temperature of 673 K, the relative

diffraction peak intensities of x phase decrease while the

diffraction peaks ascribed to a phase appear (Figs. 2b, 3d).

It is well known that the precipitation of x and a phases

will compete with each other. The lower temperature and

shorter time annealing will prefer the formation of the x
phase while the higher temperature and longer time

annealing will be beneficial to the precipitation of the a
phase [23, 48]. With the further increase in the annealing

temperature to 723 and 773 K, the relative diffraction peak

intensities of a phase increase while the diffraction peaks

ascribed to x phase disappear, implying that a precipitation

becomes the dominant diffusive phase transformation.

Besides, diffraction ring ascribed to (020)a00 can be iden-

tified from the 2D SXRD image (Fig. 3e) of the 723 K

annealed specimen. The relative diffraction peak intensities

of a00 martensite become greater at annealing temperature

of 773 K (Figs. 2b, 3f), indicating an increased volume

fraction. The precipitation of a phase also resulted in the

enrichment of b stabilizers in residual b phase, which could

contribute to the suppression of martensitic transformation

[49]. Meanwhile, the high annealing temperatures led to

the considerable decrease in the dislocation density due to

recrystallization. As a result, the decrease of Ms caused by

the chemical stabilization of the b phase was compensated

by the increase of Ms caused by the decrease in the defect

density. This might be the reason why Ms was improved to

above room temperature after annealing at 723 and 773 K.

Figure 4 shows TEM images of CRA specimens

annealed at 573 and 773 K for 30 min. The apparent

contrast in Fig. 4a is presumably caused by dislocation

tangles, suggesting that complete recrystallization did not

occur after 573-K annealing. In other words, high density

of defects introduced by the severe cold rolling still exis-

ted, verifying that the defects can play an important role in

the suppression of martensitic transformation in the 573-K

annealed sample. A set of reflections at the 1/3 and 2/3

{112}b locations can be easily identified from the selected

area diffraction pattern (SADP) of the\113[ b zone axis,

as shown in Fig. 4b. These reflections should arise from

xiso phase, since xath usually exhibits reciprocal lattice

streaking and faint additional reflections at 1/3 and 2/3

{112}b positions [23]. Using one of the x reflections

marked by white circle in Fig. 4a, b dark-filed TEM image

was obtained. It can be seen that the xiso particles has a

small size of several nanometers and is distributed uni-

formly throughout the b matrix, suggesting that consider-

able coarsening of the xiso particles had not occurred after

annealing at 573 K.

Figure 4d shows bright-field TEM image of the 773-K

annealed specimen. Fine precipitates can be seen in the

matrix phase, as marked by the white arrows. The corre-

sponding SADP of the\110[ b zone axis in Fig. 4e

indicates that the precipitates are a phase, which can be

verified by the additional reflections at 1/2 {112}b posi-

tions. Dark-field TEM image recorded from a reflections

marked by the white circle in Fig. 4e is shown in Fig. 4f. It

can be seen the fine a precipitates have a plate-like mor-

phology with the length in the scale of one hundred

nanometers and width in the scale of ten nanometers. The

x phase was not observed from TEM images, which is

consistent with SXRD results in Fig. 2 and verifies that

higher annealing temperature prefers the formation of the a
phase. However, the a00 martensite was not observed in

TEM images for the 773-K annealed specimen, although

SXRD results show clear evidence of the presence of the a00

phase. This might be caused by the surface effect of the

martensitic transformation during cooling, i.e., martensite

only formed on the surface of the sample [35].

3.3 Mechanical properties

Figure 5 shows the uniaxial tensile stress–strain curves and

the corresponding Young’s modulus of specimens subjected

to different thermomechanical treatments. The Young’s

modulus decreased clearly after cold rolling in comparison

to that in ST state. As described above, the a00 texture with

[020] crystal direction parallel to RD formed in the CR

specimen. It has been reported that the [020] crystal direc-

tion processes the lowest Young’s modulus among all the

crystal directions in a00 phase [12, 44]. Therefore, the

decrease in Young’s modulus by cold rolling can be ascribed

to the elastic modulus anisotropy of a00 martensite as well as

the formation of a00 rolling texture. The Young’s modulus of

specimens annealed at 423 to 523 K kept similar to that of

CR specimen, although the volume fractions of a00 marten-

site decreased considerably with annealing temperatures

increasing. Consequently, it is assumed that the Young’s

modulus of the b phase is close to that of the a00 phase in

[020] crystal direction. The Young’s modulus increased

clearly with the increase in the annealing temperatures from
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523 to 673 K, which apparently resulted from the precipi-

tation of high modulus x and a phases. Interestingly, the

Young’s modulus decreased with annealing temperature

further increasing to 773 K, although the volume fractions

of a phase increased. The x phase has higher Young’s

modulus than a phase in Ti alloy [45, 50]. Therefore, the

increase in Young’s modulus caused by the increasing

amount of a phase might be compensated by the decreasing

amount of x phase, leading to the decrease in modulus of

specimens annealed at 723 and 773 K.

Figure 5c shows the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of

specimens after different thermomechanical treatments.

High density of dislocations was introduced by cold roll-

ing, and thus the strength increased significantly. The UTS

increased with annealing temperatures increasing to 523 K,

which might be caused by the diffusion of interstitial atoms

to the dislocations during recover process. At higher

annealing temperatures, the UTS continued to increase and

reached maximum value in the specimen annealed at

673 K. The xiso and a precipitates formed with appropriate

annealing temperature, and large amounts of dislocations

still existed due to the uncomplete recrystallization pro-

cess. The interaction between the dislocations and precip-

itates hindered the movement of dislocations, leading to the

Fig. 4 a Bright-field TEM image, b corresponding SADP and c dark-field TEM image of CRA specimens annealed at 573 K for 30 min;
d bright-field TEM image, e corresponding SADP pattern and f dark-field TEM image of CRA specimens annealed at 773 K for 30 min

Fig. 5 a Tensile stress–strain curves, b Young’s modulus and c UTS of specimens subjected to different thermomechanical treatments
(only part of stress–strain curve from 0% to 7% for ST alloy being shown and maximum strain before fracture being about 20%)
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increase in UTS. However, the UTS decreased sharply with

the further increase in the annealing temperatures to 773 K.

It is proposed that the density of defects decreased con-

siderably at high temperature due to the recrystallization

process, which might be the reason for the decrease in the

UTS of 723- and 773-K annealed specimens.

It is worth noting that the elongation of the present CR

and CRA Ti36Nb5Zr alloy is not enough for practical

applications. Severe cold rolling introduced high density of

dislocations, and these dislocations still existed after

annealing treatments, which might be the main reason for

the poor ductility. Furthermore, the formation of x and/or a
phases during cold rolling and annealing treatments led to

further decrease in ductility. Finally, the dislocations as

well as the precipitates suppressed stress-induced marten-

sitic transformation which can contribute to large elonga-

tion during tensile test. Actually, good ductility in many

metastable b-type Ti alloys is obtained by the combination

of different plastic deformation modes including disloca-

tion slip, stress-induced martensitic transformation,

mechanical twinning, etc. [51, 52]. As a solution, better

ductility might be achieved by controlling the density of

dislocations and the amount of precipitates and by intro-

ducing multiple deformation modes. The present work

shows promising results that low Young’s modulus and

high strength can be obtained simultaneously in the

Ti36Nb5Zr alloy. It is believed that better combined

mechanical properties with good ductility can be realized

by adjusting the compositions and thermomechanical

treatments.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the effects of thermomechanical treatments

on phase transformations and the mechanical properties of

a Ti36Nb5Zr were systematically investigated. The ST and

CR alloy consisted of dual b ? a00 phases due to the b
stabilizer concentration below the bc. After cold rolling,

(200)a00[020]a00 texture formed while high density of dis-

locations was introduced, leading to the decrease in the

Young’s modulus and the increase in the UTS. After

annealing at temperatures from 423 to 523 K for 30 min,

the volume fractions of a00 martensite decreased. Mean-

while, the Young’s modulus remained almost unchanged

and the UTS increased slightly. After annealing at 573 and

623 K for 30 min, the alloy consisted of b and xiso phases.

The xiso phase grew into a larger size with annealing

temperature increasing, leading to the increase in both

Young’s modulus and UTS. After annealing at 673 K for

30 min, the a phase started to form while the volume

fraction of the xiso phase decreased. The Young’s modulus

and UTS were further increased to maximum values. After

annealing at 723 and 773 K for 30 min, the alloy consisted

of b, a and a00 phases. The dissolution of high modulus xiso

phase at high annealing temperatures led to the decrease in

Young’s modulus.
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